War on the High Seas
By Martin Knight ©2015
The game is set in the year of 1750 around the time that world trade was plagued by piracy,
dangerous ocean voyages and fierce wars. Can you a small time merchant battle the stormy oceans
and avoid the scourge of piracy to rise up with a fleet of merchant ships and enough wealth to
become the leading merchant company the world has ever known. Or will you get drawn in to a
life of piracy, fighting and stealing your fortune. Or perhaps you will find wealth in war and help
your nation conquer the world.

Components you will need
You will need print and acquire the following components in order to play the game. Suggestions
are made from what paper can be used but it is entirely up to your choice of quality as to which
you would prefer.
THE BOARD (1) – The board is 9 pages trimmed to size and stuck together using sticky tap on the
rear or you can glue them to a larger cardboard sheet. (Paper : A4 Matt Photo 100g/m 2 and use a
high quality print setting using standard paper option).

x1
CONVOY SHEETS (6) – The 6 Convoy Sheets (1 for each nationality) are 6 pages printed and
trimmed to size (Paper : A4 Matt Photo 230g/m 2 and use a high quality print setting using standard
paper option).

x6

TRADE GOODS SHEET (1) – The Trade Goods Sheet is 1 page printed and trimmed to size (Paper :
A4 Matt Photo 230g/m2 and use a high quality print setting using standard paper option).

x1
SEA CARDS (48) – The Sea cards are 6 pages printed either to Avery Business cards (C32024) or a
cheaper option is to print to A4 thick photo paper and trim to size. (Paper : A4 Matt Photo 230g/m 2
or Avery Business Cards C32024 and use a high quality print setting using standard paper option).

x48
GOLD COINS (120) – The Gold Coins are 3 pages printed to A4 label sheets and then stuck on to
mounting board (usually used for picture framing) and then trimmed to size with scissors. (Paper :
Any A4 Matt label sheets and mounting board, use a high quality print setting using standard paper
option). Alternatively you can purchase cheap gold plastic coins (used for pirate party gifts).

x120
CANNON SHOT (108) AND DAMAGE DICE LABELS (6)– This is 1 page printed to a A4 label sheet
and then stuck on to mounting board (usually used for picture framing) and then trimmed to size
using a craft knife , steel rule and cutting board. The dice labels are fixed to a recessed d6 20mm
blank dice (Paper : Any A4 Matt label sheets and mounting board, use a high quality print setting
using standard paper option).

X54

x6

x24

BEARER BONDS (18) - This is 1 page printed to a A4 label sheet and then stuck on to mounting
board (usually used for picture framing) and then trimmed to size using a craft knife , steel rule and
cutting board. (Paper : Any A4 Matt label sheets and mounting board, use a high quality print
setting using standard paper option).

X18

OTHER COUNTERS - This is 1 page printed to a A4 label sheet and then stuck on to mounting board
(usually used for picture framing) and then trimmed to size using a craft knife , steel rule and
cutting board. (Paper : Any A4 Matt label sheets and mounting board, use a high quality print
setting using standard paper option).

X42

x6

x21

x14

COMPONENTS THAT CANNOT BE PRINTED – The following are components that can easily be
sourced from craft stores and learning centres that will make for better play than making endless
card board components.

•

6 Pawns – 1 of each colour to match the colours of the 6 nations, they are placed on the
convoy sheet to show how many ships the convoy has (Ship Marker).
6 Ships - 1 of each colour to match the colours of the 6 nations, they are placed on the
board and are moved to show each convoys position (Convoy Token)
18 Damage Markers - 3 of each colour to match the colours of the 6 nations, they are
placed on the convoy sheet to show how much damage a ship can suffer (Damage
Markers)
198 Trade Goods Blocks – 18 of each colour that match the colours of the trade goods.

•

1 four sided die (d4) and 1 six sided die (d6).

•
•
•

Setting up the game
Follow the steps outlined below to set up the game and components for each new game that you
play.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place the board on a flat surface.
Shuffle the Sea Cards and place them face down beside the board.
Place the Trade Goods sheet, gold coins and bonds with in easy reach of all of the players.
Place 3 cargo crates for each number of player there are on each of the 11 trade good
sections on the trade goods sheet. (Example: there are 3 players playing and so 9 crates of
each trade good is placed).
5. Shuffle and place the passenger counters face down in a stack or in an opaque container
(such as a cloth bag perhaps).
6. Randomly each player chooses a nation to play and takes 4 gold coins, a convoy sheet, a
Convoy Marker (miniature ship), a pawn, 3 damage markers, 3 nation flags, 4 pirate flags, 8
shot counters, and 1 Boarding counter all matching their nations colour.
7. Each payer places their pirate flags face down on the nation flag section of their convoy
sheet and places their nation flags face up on top of the pirate stack. Each player then
places the 3 damage markers on the maximum section for a starting ship (4) and places the
pawn on the starting ship position (1).
8. Shuffle the black bordered nation flags and place in a stack face down.
9. Randomly determine which player will go first and then starting with that player in turn
each draws a black bordered nation flag and places it on any port space on the board. Play
passes to the left until all players have been.
10. In the reverse order of step 9 each player must choose their starting port on the board by
placing their convoy marker on it.
11. Using order of play as used in step 9 each player chooses 4 crates of cargo from the trade
goods sheet and adds them to their convoy sheet.
12. Place the Letter of Marquee tokens and the plague markers beside the board.
13. The game begins with the player who was chosen to play first in step 8 and continues
around the table clockwise.

The Turn
The turn comprises of a movement phase and then a port of conflict phase, depending on the
circumstances a convoy finds itself in after the movement phase. Below is a brief outline of a
players turn.
1. Movement (optional) – roll the four sided dice (d4) and move up to that number spaces. If
a convoy ends its move at sea (i.e. Not on a port space) the captain draws a sea card, if it is
a global card it is played face up beside the board and will replace a previously drawn global
card, other cards can be kept and used at a later time.
2. Port – If a convoy has ended its movement phase on a port space, it has docked and may
either repair, board a passenger, buy a new ship, apply for a letter of marquee, trade or do
nothing. Only one activity can be completed per turn and which is available to the convoy
will depend upon what type of port it is and what nation it belongs to. There is nothing
stopping a Convoy from remaining on a port space on their next or subsequent turns to
partake in the other activities or do nothing.
3. Conflict – If a convoy is forced to stop or chooses to ends its movement phase on the same
space as another Convoy (except on a port space) a conflict may be imminent.

Winning The Game
There are a number of ways a captain can win the game, they are by Trade, Piracy, War or a
mixture of all three. The chart below signify what is needed to win.

Trade
Piracy

Pirate

War
All

Either

Pirate

Pirate

Nation

Nation

Either

number of Ships needed,
Amount of bonds or Gold Coin equivalent needed
number of
ports bearing the Convoys flags needed to win, they will need to be either their nation flags or
pirates flag or a combination of both as indicated by the chart.

Captains, Convoys and Crates
The term captain refers solely to the player, while convoy is the collective number of ships
controlled by the captain. Crates are goods bought and sold via a port from the Trade Goods Sheet.

Moving
Each time a convoy moves, the captain rolls a d4 and can move that number of spaces. If it ends its
move and is still at sea (on a sea space rather than a port space) the captain draws a Sea card,
some Sea cards allow the player to keep for use later, while others are placed face up beside the
board. The captain moves up to a number of spaces in any direction equal to the die result. If the
captain passes through a space occupied by another convoy and does not wish to stop and attack,
the other convoy has the option to fire their cannons and begin a conflict (see Conflict) the moving
captain must end his movement in that convoys space. A convoy can never attack another convoy
on a port space and a convoy does not need to move all of its allowance each turn.
When moving the convoy it has to move where there is sea and cannot be moved over or through
land masses. A convoy can also move from the western edge to the eastern edge of the board and
vice versa, as indicated by the arrows, but it can never move from the north most edge to the
south most edge as the sea is too dangerous and cold to navigate through. You can see in the
example below both red routes cause the ship to crash on land, while the blue routes show a clear
navigation through the islands.

sea Cards
Some Sea card that you draw are kept and can be played at times to give you an advantage or a
disadvantage to your opponents. When you play a Sea card it is discarded after its effects have
been used. You may only hold a maximum of 3 sea cards at any one time (including any that are
face up in your possession), if you happen to draw a fourth card you must either discard it
immediately or choose one from your hand to discard. The sea cards instruct you if they can be
kept (under heading) or if they are global and effect everyone. Global sea cards are played next to
the board. Only one global sea card can be in play at any one time and should another be drawn it
replaces the oldest one in play.

Visiting ports
Some ports do not have a trade centre and cannot be used to buy or sell goods from, these ports
are marked on the board with a black dot, ports that have a coloured dot have trade centres and
can be used to buy and sell trade goods. Whilst on a port space the captain is not obliged to do
anything at all and can just remain docked at the port for his next and/or subsequent turns.

Non Trade Ports
When a convoy is docked at a non trade port (black dots) the captain can either repair, buy a new
ship, board a passenger (not pirate ports) or attack the port.

Trade Ports
Docking at one of the trade ports (coloured dots) a captain can either buy and sell trade goods,
repair, buy a new ship, board a passenger (not pirate ports) or attack the port.

Repairing Ships
Ships that have sustained damage can be repaired at a port. It costs 2 gold coins to repair
each point of sail, crew or hull damage unless the convoy is at a port belonging to its own
nation or if it is a pirate and is at a pirate port, in which case it costs 1 gold coin.
Passengers
Passengers can never be picked up from ports bearing the pirate flag. A convoy is only
permitted to carry one passenger at a time, the captain must first deliver the passenger
safely before a new one can be boarded. A passenger can not be ditched in favour of
another and providing the captain docks at a port matching the destination on the
passenger counter the card can be discarded for 5 gold coins. not permitted to ditch a
passengers. If a passenger token is drawn for the port the convoy is currently docked at, a
new passenger token is drawn and the first one is discarded.
Buying and Selling Trade Goods
Trade goods are bought in units of cargo space, each block represents one unit/crate of
goods. The board is divided into 6 regions (Europe, Africa, India, Asia, North America and
South America) and each region has a main export of goods. The coloured dots of the ports
match the region they belongs to and advise which goods are their main export. When a
convoy buys or sells a trade good it is for 2 gold coins, however if it is a ports main export
the cost is 1 gold coin.

Example: France is in London and decides to buy 6 crates of Weapons, as this is a main
export of Europe and London is in Europe it costs 1 gold coin per unit, making a total of 6
gold coins. France pays the gold and loads 6 crates of weapons to its cargo hold. After a
short voyage, France Docks in Benguela in Africa and decides to sell the weapons. As Africa
does not export weapons they will buy the crates for 2 gold coins each. France unloads and
receives 12 gold coins.
Trade Goods Sheet
When goods are bought they are taken from the Trade Goods Sheet and when they are
sold they are returned to the Trade Goods Sheet, if at any time a specific type of cargo is
not available to buy, it cannot be bought, the captain will have to wait until the trade good
become available or else buy something else.
Buying a Ship
There are 2 ways to gain a ship in War of the High Seas, firstly is to buy one from a port.
They cost 30 gold coins and can be purchased from any port. Secondly is to capture one
from a boarding action during a Conflict (See Conflict). When you gain a new ship move the
ship market (Pawn) one space to the right and increase your sails, crew and Hull values by
two. Notice how the more ships you have the stronger your convoy gets and the more
cargo you may carry.
Visiting a port of your Nation
When a convoy docks at a port controlled by its nation (i.e. An English Convoy docks at an English
port) the captain can take one of the following action instead of buying and selling trade goods,
repairing, or buying a new ship.
1. Use the port for cheaper repairs, each lost unit that is repaired costs 1 gold coins instead of
the normal 2.
2. Miss a turn to plead for a letter of marque which grants permission from the nation to
attack other nations ships or ports (Take a letter of marque Counter).

Visiting a Pirate port
If a pirate port is visited by a pirate convoy nothing out of the ordinary happens, if a nonpirate convoy visits a port bearing a pirate flag there is a chance that its crew will be pressganged into service on one of the many pirate ships visiting the port. The captain roles the
damage dice before taking any port action and loses a crew member for each explosion
rolled on the dice.

Bearer Bonds
When a convoy has 20 gold coins they can change them into bearer bonds, each bearer bonds is
worth 20 gold coins and can be used as currency when purchasing trade goods, ships or paying for
repairs, change is given from a bond if the full 20 gold coins is not spent.

Nations at War
At times in the game a sea card card will declare that two nations are at war. When this happens
you cannot enter a port space of a nation that you are at war with, unless you intend to attack it.

Piracy
If a convoy attacks another convoy or a port and does not have a “Letter of Marque” counter in his
possession he has acted in piracy and must mast the jolly roger. He turns over his nations flags so
the pirate flag is faced upwards. Whilst the convoy is a pirate he must follow these rules:1. Any ports they try to visit (unless a pirate port) may open fire and attack them on sight, roll
the damage die and suffer any hit result as hull damage as the port opens fire, if the result
is a miss the port allows the pirate to dock and use its facilities. When a port attacks a
pirate the convoy must retreat into an adjacent space.
2. Whilst a convoy is a pirate it is considered with out a nation and does not gain or any
bonuses for belonging to a country, however any pirate ports they visit will provide them
with the repairs benefit.
3. Even though pirate flags are coloured to match that of the convoy it is associated with, this
is purely for the purpose to count ports when determining a winner. A pirate is free to dock
at another players pirates port with out incident and reap the ports benefits.

Conflict
At times in the game you may need to fight a battle. Each side can play a single sea card that may
aid them in the forthcoming battle and then gets to rolls a damage dice for each cannon they have
in their convoy. There are three kinds of shot that can be loaded into the cannon and before any
rolls are made the captains selects a shot counter for each cannon they have. The type of shot
determines what kind of damage the ship will suffer should a cannon hit its target. Chain shot
damages a ships sails, Grape Shot clears the deck and will wipe out the crew, while ball shot
destroys the hull. Once all captains have selected any sea cards they wish to play and loaded their
cannons, they reveal one cannon shot and roll the damage die for the result. Each explosion
symbol scored on the dice deals 1 damage to the targeted ship and the player must deduct the
correct damage (sail/crew/hull) from his convoy sheet. After all captains have rolled, the procedure
is repeated until all shot tokens have been revealed or until a convoy has lost all of its crew, sails or
hull. A captain can substitute his last cannon shot token for a boarding action token if he so wishes.

Conflict
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Attacker discards a letter of marque or becomes a pirate (see Piracy)
Attacker chooses a Sea Card to play (optional)
Defender chooses a Sea Card to play (optional)
Attacker and Defender load cannons and choose a shot token for each cannon they have in
their convoy, they place them face down in a pile in front of them in an order of their liking.
Attacker and defender reveal the top shot token from their stack.
Attacker rolls the damage dice.
Defender rolls the damage dice.
Damage is dealt
repeat from step 4 until all shot tokens have been used.

Once all the tokens have been used the combat is over for this turn and the ships are free to move
off of the space on their next movement.

Effects of Damage
Damage is dealt to the whole convoy and not to individual ships.

•

•

•

SAILS - When a convoys sails are reduced to 0 it can only move 1 space every turn during its
movement phase, sea cards can boost this, however the convoy does not receive a sea card
at the end of each movement phase whilst on a sea space.
CREW - As a convoys crew value is reduced it becomes extremely vulnerable to a boarding
action where it is possible for an enemy captain to capture a ship from your convoy, which
may even be its starting ship.
HULL - When a convoys hull value is reduced to 0 one of the ships in the convoy has sunk
(see losing a ship), this may even be its starting ship.

Boarding a ship
When a captain uses a boarding action in place of a shot token, the captain is boarding the enemy
ship and fighting for its control crew to crew. As soon as the boarding token is revealed the
opposing side reveals its remaining cannons and fires each one in sequence until all have been
fired. Then if both sides are still remaining the boarding captain rolls the damage dice and his
opponent must deduct one crew member for each explosions shown on the dice. Now the
boarded convoy rolls the damage dice and the boarding captain must deduct one crew member
from his crew value. The process is repeated until at the end of a boarding round one side has lost
all of its crew, thus losing its ship to the other side (see Losing a Ship below). In the event both
sides lose all of their crew in the same boarding round then neither side has manage to capture a
ship.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Boarding counter is revealed.
Boarded Convoy reveals and fires remaining cannons.
Boarding Captains roll the damage dice.
Boarded Convoy rolls the damage dice.
Each side loses a crew member for each explosion rolled against them on the damage dice.
Repeat from step 3 until either one side or both has lost all of its crew.

Losing a Ship
When you loose a ship you convoy grows weaker, if the ship you just lost was your starting ship,
then unfortunately you will have to start over, return all gold coins and crates of trade goods (give
to the other captain if lost by a boarding action), sea cards and any passenger counters you may
have and begin again with just 4 gold coins. If the ship you lost was a second, third or forth ship
any cargo it was carrying is lost with it, look down the column of the last ship you have on your
convoy sheet and any trade goods that are in the cargo spaces are either returned to the trade
goods sheet or given to the other captain if the ship was lost by a boarding action. Each time you
lose one of your second, third or fourth ships move your ship marker (Pawn) along one space to
the left and reset all of your convoys Crew and Hull values back up to their maximum for the new
number of ships you now have. You cannot sell a ship.

Attacking a Port
A captain cannot attack a port of his own nationality (unless they have become a pirate). When a
port is attacked it is conducted in much the same way as a normal conflict. The attacking captain
draws a new sea card and consults the details at the bottom of the card “Port Strength”. If the
captain of the nation being attacked is present, he will make all conflict rolls for the port, otherwise
the captain to the left of the attacker will make the rolls. In all cases the type of damage that is
being dealt is always ball shot as the attacker is intending to destroy the ports cannons and not the
actual port itself as it will still need to continue trading after the conflict. The ports goal is to sink
the attacker and protect its port from capture. All damage dealt to the Convoy is Hull damage and

each damage dealt to the port removes one cannon from its defences (use the six sided dice to
keep track). When all of the cannons from both sides have been fired and rolled, the attacking
captain has the option to continue the attack or flee. If the captain stays to fight a new combat
round begins, remember the port only attacks with its remaining cannons. If the captain decides to
flee, he must move his convoy token into an adjacent sea space, the sea card is discarded and the
next time the port is attacked a new card will be drawn. If the port loses all of its cannons the
attacker has defeated the port and claims it for his own by placing the top flag from his stack
(nationality's flag or pirate flag) at the ports location on the board.

Port Conflict
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Attacker discards a letter of marque or becomes a pirate (see Piracy)
Attacker chooses draws a sea Card and consults the bottom of the card, Port Strength.
Attacker chooses a sea Card to play (optional)
Attacker rolls the damage dice for his a cannon.
Port rolls the damage dice for a cannon.
Damage is dealt
repeat from step 4 until all cannons have fired.

Note that on the first conflict round all port cannon will fire, however in the next and subsequent
rounds only the remaining cannons can return fire.

Use of Flags and names for ports
Please note that I have not used official flags of the era as in some cases they was too similar to
each other, as with Spain and Portugal, and therefore I have used some more modern for game
purposes only. I struggled to find correct historical locations of ports and their names and have
used locations and names that I decided seemed as accurate as I could through my research.
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Trade Goods
Trade Goods

Number of Players

Colour

1

2

3

4

5

6

Weapons

Light Green

3

6

9

12

15

18

Manufactured

Blue

3

6

9

12

15

18

Silks

Pink

3

6

9

12

15

18

Tea

Purple

3

6

9

12

15

18

Textiles

Dark Green

3

6

9

12

15

18

Gems

Red

3

6

9

12

15

18

Gold

Yellow

3

6

9

12

15

18

Cotton

Orange

3

6

9

12

15

18

Furs

Brown

3

6

9

12

15

18

Coffee

Black

3

6

9

12

15

18

Sugar

White

3

6

9

12

15

18

